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NEW QUESTION: 1
Agent 20042, a scenario mortgage specialist, is assigned 5
skills.
Which two ways can the agent identify the type of call that
being delivered? (Choose two.)
A. by the Skill whisper announcement before call: is delivered
B. by the flashing skill button on the telephone set
C. by the telephone display (a = Originator Name to VDN)
D. by the VDN of Origin announcement before call is delivered
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation: SHOULD BE C, D (Once skills are assigned to VDNs
and to agents, calls are directed to the appropriate vector.
The goal of the warranty service call center is to answer 80%
of the incoming calls within
20 seconds. Accordingly, if a call that is directed to a vector
is not answered by the time the announcement finishes, a second
group of agents is viewed, thus enlarging the agent pool. If
the call is not answered within the following 10 seconds, a
third group of agents is viewed.) (When the agent logs in, the
telephone display indicates the agent.s skill assignments.
The agent logs in by doing the following:)

NEW QUESTION: 2
HOTSPOT
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/itpro/powershell/windows/hy
per-v/new-vhd

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customers business requires that they De able to survive a
harctware failure. They need a backup strategy that eliminates
the need to re-create backup jobs as a result of a failure.
Which two integrated HP StoreOnce solution features enable the
customer's requirements to be met? (Select two.)
A. clustered design
B. mixed workload support
C. autonomic groups
D. federated deduplicatjon
E. autonomic restart
Answer: D,E
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